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Psychological Harassment in the Workplace:
Case-Study and Building  
of a New Analysis Model
Daniel Faulx, Sophie Delvaux and Jean-Pierre Brun
From a case-study based on an analysis model, which takes into account four 
levels of explanation (personal, interpersonal, group and organizational), and 
includes the study of the interactions between these different levels, this report 
puts forward six observations: (1) the importance of performing the analysis 
on several levels, (2) the existence within harassment situations of two types 
of process (victimizing and conflictual), (3) the fact that these processes can co-
exist at different levels of analysis, (4) the existence of interactions between 
processes, (5) the variability of a situation across time, and (6) the necessity of 
distinguishing two categories of influence involved in contextual processes. From 
these conclusions, the authors develop a new analysis model, which is process-
based, integrative and dynamic.
KEyWoRDS: psychological harassment, mobbing, case-study, analysis model, process
introduction
Psychological harassment in the workplace is a problem that has been studied ex-
tensively for the last fifteen years. Numerous studies have focused on the two main 
elements that surround the definition of psychological harassment in the workplace 
(Quine, 1999; Faulx and Delvaux, 2005): the behaviour of the harasser (Leymann, 
1990, 1996a; Zapf and Leymann, 1996; Brun and Kedl, 2006; Brodski, 1976; Faulx 
and Geuzaine, 2000) and the consequences for the victim (Brun and Kedl, 2006; 
Soares, 2004; Hirigoyen, 2001; Leymann and Gustaffson, 1996; Leymann, 1996a; 
Tehrani, 2003; Gold, 2003; Matthiesen and Einarsen, 2001, 2004; Geuzaine and 
Faulx, 2003). Most of these authors have also tried to identify risk factors related to 
harassment, such as the personality of the victim, group dynamics, the characteristics 
of the organization, etc. 
On the other hand, little research has been dedicated to describing more dynami-
cally how different processes interact with each other to generate psychological ha-
rassment. Methodologically speaking, it appears that approaching the problem of 
psychological harassment in the workplace through case studies would allow a better 
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understanding of the subtleties of these processes (Matthiesen et al., 2003), and 
would complement quantitative approaches, which are much more numerous than 
the qualitative analyses of this problem (Hoel, Rayner and Cooper, 1999). This would 
also allow a better understanding of the nature of the relationship between the ha-
rasser and the victim and a better comprehension of the impact of the processes 
occurring around this relationship. Indeed, it is by paying attention to the stories as 
they are told that one can best understand the complexity of harassment phenomena 
(Brun and Kedl, 2006).
Through a detailed clinical case study, this article aims to achieve the following 
two goals: (1) to identify and analyze the personal, interpersonal, group and organi-
zational processes occurring in situations of presumed psychological harassment in 
the workplace; (2) to identify and analyze the interactions between these different 
processes.
Theoretical Background: risk Factors identified  
in the Current Literature
Because our study takes into account four levels of understanding (personal, inter-
personal, group and organizational), we will first focus on the suggestions that have 
been put forward to explain harassment at each of these levels. This will allow us then 
to correlate these explanations with the data available for each case.
Within the organization
For many authors (Leymann, 1996a; Zapf, Knors and Kulla, 1996; Vartia, 1996, 2003; 
Ashforth, 1994; Liefooghe and MacKenzie, 2001; Hoel, Rayner and Cooper, 1999), 
task descriptions, work organization, management styles and the culture of the orga-
nization precondition the appearance of harassment.
Where tasks are concerned, the factors usually identified are quantitative overload 
and monotony (Leymann, 1996b), and low complexity and weak control over time 
(Zapf and Leymann, 1996). Where work organization is concerned, some authors 
mention the compulsory cooperation between employees (Zapf and Leymann, 1996), 
the lack of information, the lack of opportunity to discuss tasks and objectives, a 
negative communication atmosphere, little support from colleagues (Zapf, 1999), 
authority-based methods (Vartia, 1996) and rigid hierarchical structures (Crawford, 
1997).
On the other hand, the managerial culture, i.e. the way managers are encouraged 
to behave (Ashforth, 1994; Koubi, 2004) can stimulate or inhibit harassment. Accord-
ing to Einarsen (2000), it is the lack of “constructive leadership”, i.e. an approach 
neither “laisser-faire”, nor authoritarian, which opens the door to harassment.
Finally, Weathley (1999: 79) mentions strong links/relationships between the cul-
ture of an organization and bullying. In other words, a culture in which the subject of 
conflict is taboo constitutes a risk factor (Walter, 1995). 
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Group Level
The main hypothesis concerning the group level is that anxiety, conflict and instability 
within a group are redirected towards a single individual, who plays the role of the 
scapegoat (Garcia and Hue, 2002). In other words, violent actions towards an indi-
vidual appear when the group, after going through a period of frustration, designates 
one person as “responsible for all of their troubles” (Hirigoyen, 1998). A group in 
difficulty maintains its balance at the cost of a reinforcement of its norms and cannot 
tolerate the fact that an individual deviates from them (Leymann, 1996a). If this is the 
case, these deviations precipitate the rejection of the individual in question (Zapf and 
Einarsen, 2003). This theory has been most often proposed in cases of harassment 
from a group of individuals towards a single individual, and is close in perspective to 
work on bullying at school (Olweus, 2003). 
Interpersonal Level
The justifications for the interpersonal level approach are based on the study of re-
lationship modes that exist between the harasser and the harassed individual. Two 
hypotheses have been put forward at this level.
The first hypothesis postulates the existence of a perverse seduction mecha-
nism from the harasser towards the harassed individual (Hirigoyen, 2001), which 
would take place in two steps: (1) the harasser exerts seductive forces on the victim 
and the victim’s surroundings; and (2) the harasser puts the victim under his/her 
hold. It is during this second stage that harassing and repetitive hostile behaviours 
take place (Hirigoyen, 1998). The relationship process consists of the harasser pro-
gressively taking away the identity and the freedom of the harassed individual: 
it starts with a seduction mechanism, followed by influence and manipulation, 
which grows stronger and stronger, finally reaching the stage of fascination of the 
victim for the harasser. Slowly, a real domination process establishes itself, within 
which the victim is reduced to the status of an object. At that point, the victims 
are so intellectually or morally dominated that their ability to show opposition 
has become so non-existent that they become abettors to what oppresses them 
(Hirigoyen, 1998). 
The other hypothesis relates to the degeneration of an interpersonal conflict 
which, by means of not being correctly managed, turns into the harassment of one 
protagonist by the other (Leymann, 1996a; Zapf, 1999). Harassment would therefore 
be the step that follows the degeneration of a conflict.
Personal Level
In general, research studies have demonstrated no convincing association between 
personality traits and whether or not an individual is harassed at work (Hoel, Rayner 
and Cooper, 1999). Nevertheless, certain authors have identified risk profiles. Ac-
cording to these studies, harassment victims are, in comparison with control groups, 
more submissive, conscientious, traditional, dependent, quiet, reserved, anxious, 
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and sensitive (Coyne, Seigne and Randall, 2000). Furthermore, they would rather 
avoid conflict, and they exhibit difficulty in developing efficient adaptation strate-
gies (Coyne, Seigne and Randall, 2000); they would exhibit symptoms of anxiety or 
depression, and would exhibit social ineptitude (Zapf, 1999); they are hypersensi-
tive, suspicious, depressed, and have a tendency to express their suffering through 
psychosomatic symptoms (Matthiesen and Einarsen, 2001), or they suffer from low 
self-esteem and a high level of anxiety, and exhibit an introverted and submissive 
nature (Vartia, 1996). On the other hand, victims may also be too direct, frank, or 
too involved in their work (Balicco, 2001; Zapf, 1999). Yet, it is necessary to re-
member that these studies cannot determine whether a trait or symptom is a cause 
or a consequence of harassment (Schuster, 1996; Leymann, 1996a).
methods
mode of Participation in this Research 
The detailed clinical case study described here is based on the story of one subject, 
Lucie, who agreed to participate in this research, the objective of which was to 
gain a better understanding of psychological harassment in the workplace. What 
will be examined here is thus the view of this case, as the individual, who sees 
herself as a victim, tells it. The analyses must therefore be considered in light of 
the subjectivity inherent in any clinical analysis. Her case appeared to us as a par-
ticularly good illustration of the ways processes intertwine within situations of pre-
sumed psychological harassment in the workplace. This is because the individual’s 
narration brings to light, despite the small size of the organization, processes that 
appear at different levels, including dynamics of both the “conflictual” and “ha-
rassment” types. We have also chosen to present a situation that unfolds over a 
long period of time, allowing an observation of the effect of time on the evolution 
of the situation. 
Data Collection
The following analysis is based on the study of six interviews, which lasted be-
tween one and one and a half hour. The process of data collection took place in 
two steps: (1) the individual was invited to narrate her story in a general sense; 
and (2) she was questioned according to interview guidelines, which followed the 
analysis model (see Figure 1). Technically, the interviews were conducted with the 
use of specific prompts (directional actions that initiate a conversation on a specific 
subject) and of reminder boosters (subordinate actions that refer to the previous 
statement of the interviewed individual) (Gighlione and Blanchet, 1991). The in-
terviews occurred in the presence of a silent observer. The presence of this silent 
observer allowed for a comparison and a consolidation of the analysis. Between 
each interview, the interviewer and the observer were able to exchange impres-
sions and clinical analyses, and to go back to the individual’s actual words in order 
to consolidate and support their observations.
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Data Analysis
From the transcription of the interviews, we proceeded through a qualitative analysis 
of a socio-semantic nature, i.e. through a division of the corpus into pertinent signifi-
cance units, with an intended a posteriori encoding during which the researcher reads 
the text and marks himself the significance units of the corpus (Jenny, 1997: 67). The 
significance unit is therefore the core of the analysis and results from the division of 
the text into layers which have, on their own, a single global meaning (Mucchielli, 
1994: 32). Our methodological approach therefore consisted of grouping together 
any word, sentence or fragment of a sentence having a complete significance by 
themselves (L’Écuyer, 1990: 62), applying the principles of thematic analyses and cat-
egorical organization. 
Next, we carried out a thematic analysis in order to perform a classificatory study, 
which consists of establishing descriptive categories referring to text variables that 
are exclusive of one another and which fragment and organize the speech (Poirier, 
Clapier-Valladon and Raybaut, 1996). The descriptive categories are defined by the 
analysis model presented in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1
Analysis Model
organizational processesorganizational level
group processesgroup level
interpersonal processesinterpersonal level
personal processespersonal level
Analysis model: A Process-Based and Interactive model
The analysis model used to study Lucie’s case is derived from the work of Ardoino 
(1969, 1996). It aims at identifying the processes occurring at each level as well as the 
interactions taking place between these levels (represented by arrows in Figure 1). 
Our concept of process originates from the idea of stochastic process, defined as a 
random sequence of events that are associated with a selection process such that only 
specific results will have a significant probability of remaining (Wittezaele and Garcia, 
1999: 422). As such, the concept of process is associated with a form of repetition 
due to the fact that some answers become more probable than others. A process 
therefore implies redundancy, constraints, and pattern (Bonami, 1993: 20). The ob-
jective of our analysis model is to extract those patterns, those redundancies, those 
processes. In this case, we are studying behavioural patterns, i.e. repetitive sequences 
of behaviours between the actors.
In the frame of the study of harassment, the uniqueness of this model is two-fold: 
on the one hand, it is process-based and views situations according to patterns and 
not factors, and on the other hand, it is interactive because it takes into account sev-
eral levels and allows the study of interactions between these various levels.
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study of the Case of Lucie
Summary of the Case1
This case takes place in the “Jovanovic and sons” firm, a gardening family business. 
This firm performs two activities: the sale and delivery of flowers and plants and 
on-site gardening services. The firm was created 32 years ago by Robert Jovanovic, 
now deceased, and his wife, Marie Jovanovic. At the time, Robert used to drive to his 
clients in his personal van, while Marie took care of the administrative tasks for the 
firm. Marie and Robert had two sons: Grégoire and Michel. The brothers took over 
the management of the family business when their father passed away. They each 
own 50% of the shares of the business, as stipulated in their father’s will, and are the 
business directors. Grégoire manages the Flowers and Plants Department and Michel 
manages the Gardening Department.
The business now employs 11 people (Figure 2): Grégoire, Michel, four adminis-
trative employees (Joanne, 45 years old, who is Grégoire’s wife; Lucie, François and 
Lucien). Their tasks consist of answering the phone, dealing with the planning for the 
labourers, managing the bills and the purchases and managing the overall administra-
tion. Joanne and Lucie specifically deal with the flowers and plants, while the other 
two deal with the gardening. There are also five manual workers.
FIGURE 2
Main Protagonists of the Case
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« harassed »
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employee
The person we met, Lucie, is 36 years old. She has been working for the Jovanovic’s 
firm since she was 21. The business is prosperous and Lucie is experienced as an ac-
counting secretary, for which she is known for her competency and her efficiency.
Yet, when she came to our consulting session, she was in a situation of great 
suffering. She had been on sick-leave for three months and could not bear the idea 
of going back to work. For the last two years, she had been suffering from acute di-
gestive problems, which prevented her from sleeping and from planning any activity 
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during her free time. The origin of these problems, according to her doctor, is clearly 
associated with her professional situation. Unable to take it any longer, she has de-
cided, with difficulty, that at the end of her sick leave, she will sign on as unemployed 
and search for another job. 
Lucie explains that she had been having a particularly difficult relationship with 
Joanne, the wife of her boss, Grégoire. Everything had gone well for the first two 
years. Lucie was happy at work and had developed a very close relationship with 
Joanne. Later, things began to fall apart between them. Although Lucie has no under-
standing of how this happened, their relationship worsened to the point of becoming 
completely unbearable for Lucie. Lucie then went through what, to her, constituted 
harassment: hurtful and repeated remarks about a pronunciation problem, public 
humiliation, systematic denial of her as a person (speaking of her as if she was not 
there, pretending not to see her), etc. Lucie explains that these behaviours happened 
regularly and repeatedly. She considers that she was a victim of these behaviours over 
the course of 11 years. The frequency of these behaviours was irregular. Some periods 
were quieter (during a few months, she was the victim of one or two such behaviours 
per week); other periods were characterized by a much stronger hostility, including 
several such behaviours per day. 
Three years ago, after 11 years of such treatment, Lucie “exploded”. She told 
Joanne everything “that was on her mind”. Their relationship worsened further and 
the described behaviours intensified with no more periods of respite and Lucie expe-
rienced continued hostility or denial of herself as an individual every day.
Analysis by Level
organizational Processes
Culture. Lucie speaks of the “weight of the family culture on professional function” 
(L3) and the “confusion between the professional level and the family level” (L3). 
Indeed, the Jovanovic firm was initially a family business which, while expanding, 
slowly integrated outside elements. The family culture and the business culture have 
always remained tightly associated and the familial-based functioning of the firm has 
remained, despite the arrival of “strangers” into the family. 
At Jovanovic’s, we like to say that we are one big family. And it is true that we are welcomed with 
open arms. In the evening, we have meetings at the manager’s house and Marie makes pies for us. 
Meetings at work can extend into the evening. (L2)
It appears in the analysis of Lucie’s tale that the distinction between work and fam-
ily time and between work and family space was very difficult to make.
Another significant element of the family culture was set as a norm for the organi-
zation: a systematic denial of any form of conflict. The parents have always pushed 
their children not to talk about conflict. This continues to be an important norm in 
the organization, and we can therefore speak of conflict as a taboo subject in the 
Jovanovic business. This norm is constantly reinforced for the common good: “Gré-
goire always says: ‘we cannot allow ourselves the luxury of being in conflict with each 
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other. We have to stick together. It is the only way that a small business such as ours 
can survive.’” (L2)
Finally, Lucie also describes the “macho” (L3) culture of the family and the busi-
ness. Women are used for more secondary tasks in an essentially male-driven context, 
and gender-based derogatory comments are very common: “There are calendars of 
naked women in the office and pictures of the employees are put on the heads, for 
example.” (L3)
Women are also thought of as more “sensitive” or “prickly” (L4), which leads to 
the tolerance of Joanne’s aggressive behaviour as a gender trait: “They said: ‘Joanne, 
it’s normal, she is a woman. She is sensitive. Don’t take offense from it.’” (L3)
Management. One of the factors described in the literature relates to inadequate 
management of social processes: “For Grégoire, human relations, it’s zero, he does 
not understand. He covers his ears. The work is well done; he doesn’t care about 
anything else.” (L3) 
Moreover, the management team, represented here by Grégoire and Michel, al-
lowed Joanne’s aggressive behaviours towards Lucie to develop; maybe they even 
encouraged Joanne’s domination over Lucie. For example, when Lucie rebels against 
Joanne, she is called into Grégoire’s office: “After I yelled at her, she went home. My 
boss called me in to ask me ‘What did you do?’ You see, they make me feel guilty this 
way. . . . Michel also, of course, he lets things go.” (L2)
On the other hand, Joanne never has to face comments from the management 
when she exhibits hostile or aggressive behaviour towards Lucie. As such, despite 
a globally favourable pattern of behaviour towards Lucie, in cases of clear conflict, 
Grégoire will favour Joanne. As Lucie says: “The boss is caught between a rock and a 
hard place: I know that he has a lot of respect for me but, on the other hand, he lives 
with his wife” (L2). And in the end, Grégoire’s decisions rule in the organization.
Work organization and task characteristics. The organization is also characterized 
by a lack of any form of institutionalized organization: no formal policies regarding 
schedules or regarding the quality or quantity of work, no precise work rules. Every-
thing is regulated informally, through small comments or observations: “No one will 
ever tell you: you didn’t put in your hours. They say: ‘Huh? You are leaving?’ I always 
had the impression that I wasn’t doing what I had to. Every evening, I wondered, can 
I leave?” (L5) 
The absence of work policies leads to poorly defined tasks, without quality stand-
ards. The four employees thus do “a little bit of everything”, even though two of 
them are supposed to work on deliveries and two of them on maintenance. This situ-
ation results in a need for constant communication and the feeling of never mastering 
a work process. Everything is dealt with a kind of urgency and the work appears to 
be somewhat disjointed: employees switch from one thing to another depending on 
their colleagues’ requests. Quantitative overload, lack of clear instructions, required 
cooperation and weak time control are all risk factors identified by Leymann (1996a), 
Zapf (1999) and Vartia (1996). 
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Group Processes
In Lucie’s case, the hypothesis of the scapegoat, so dominant in the literature, does 
not seem pertinent. First of all, virtually all attacks come from Joanne. Next, if some 
of the workers are disagreeable towards her, they only represent a proportion of 
the employees, while others, by contrast, support her. Instead of describing a group 
dynamic, such as those found in the literature dealing with a scapegoat (united group, 
strong identity, constraining norms, etc.), Lucie believes that this dynamic revolves 
around two sub-groups, of which she describes not only the composition but also the 
values and behaviours. These supporters share common values: they defend quality 
of work, the setting of limits between private and professional lives, the respect of 
employees and the adoption of more precise work policies.
Within the framework of her difficult relationship with Joanne, Lucie views three 
individuals who appear to be “on her side” (L6) in the business: the two workers 
responsible for the flowers and plants, as well as François, all support and encourage 
Lucie.
There are some of us who think that it is going too far. They say that the treatment that Joanne 
is subjecting me to is really unfair, that she is a frustrated and mean person. . . . Sometimes, they 
even make fun of Joanne. (L6)
On the other hand, Michel, Lucien and the other workers are hostile towards 
Lucie. According to them, she is too weak to hold her place in the business.
Michel, he was always terse and disagreeable. Lucien also, he was telling me, you must be able to 
take some of it on yourself. The day that I burst out against Joanne, he looked at me in such a way! 
And when Joanne would attack me, they looked as if they thought she was right. (L5).
They also point out Lucie’s “uptight” tendencies and evoke her physical problems 
as the proof of her inability to resist stress. Lucie is therefore the target of mockery and 
small hurtful devaluing comments from this subgroup. In addition, Lucie describes a 
conflict within the group. 
There are two sides: the ‘family’ and the ‘professional’ sides. The former wants to give everything 
to the business; the latter believes that rules are needed that will make everyone more efficient 
and better off overall. (L6)
As far as the functioning of the group is concerned, we can see a conflict-based 
cleavage appear between the two subgroups within the organization. Each subgroup 
has its own logic, its own way of thinking, its network, its values, and it maintains a 
different position on the relationship between Lucie and Joanne. 
Interpersonal Processes
By analyzing the relationship that has developed between Joanne and Lucie, we 
can find the ingredients that make up a behavioural process of perverse seduction 
(Hirigoyen, 1998, 2001). In the first phase of their relationship, i.e. during the first 
four years, the two women were very close. Lucie admits having been fascinated 
by Joanne, who she thought was “beautiful” and “really classy” (L1). Joanne fairly 
quickly took Lucie under her wing. At the time, Lucie was a very young woman of 21, 
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very happy to have been hired for the first time. Unused to luxury and wealth, she 
used to visit expensive stores in the nearby town with Joanne, share private conversa-
tions with her, etc. In other words, Lucie was “seduced” by Joanne. Joanne, on the 
other hand, seemed elated by Lucie’s admiration for her and admits to her that she 
is somewhat neglected by her husband and has few girlfriends. Yet, following the 
return of Lucie’s sister from a trip, phenomena reflecting the second phase of perverse 
seduction appear. 
When my sister came back from Brazil, after being gone for five years, the relationship with Joanne 
deteriorated. I was spending a lot of time with my sister and Joanne could not bear it. It is true 
that at that point, I was less available and I was spending a lot of time with my sister, who was 
depressed at the time. From then on, Joanne’s attitude towards me changed. (L1)
Progressively, Lucie is put into a situation of uncertainty: Joanne alternates be-
tween friendly and hostile attitudes and puts Lucie in the position of the object. 
Joanne ignores Lucie, despises her and is aggressive towards her, including when 
Lucie tries to rebel against this treatment. 
She became mean . . ., contemptuous . . ., mocking towards me, but I was letting her. And then, 
one day, I exploded. I let everything out. I told her that she was frustrated, that she was attacking 
the weakest and that she needed help. I meant it. She made me pay for that later. (L1)
The imbalance between the resources invested in the relationship between the 
two protagonists is noteworthy. Imbalance is characteristic of harassment type situa-
tions (Einarsen and Skogstad, 1996; Keashly and Nowell, 2003; Salin, 2001). Joanne, 
although not hierarchically superior, develops a domination relationship based on the 
valorization of her more extensive professional experience, on belonging to the family 
that owns the business, and on a psychological domination over Lucie, in whom she 
arouses a mixture of admiration and fear.
Personal Processes
Lucie, who was the victim of abuse by her uncle during her teenage years, believes 
that that situation has impacted the way she builds relationships now. She has a very 
strong need to be appreciated, resulting in her entering into exclusive relationships as 
soon as she feels that someone is interested in her. Later, she finds herself trapped in 
a relationship from which she does not know how to escape: “When I like someone, 
it’s a passion. Then people sometimes have a tendency to abuse this. I can’t say no.” 
(L4) She also has a tendency to put other people’s desires before her own. As such, 
when someone helps her or supports her, she tends to easily feel indebted to them, 
even if this comes at a high price: “I always want to please people. I want people to 
like me.” (L5)
Randall (2001) demonstrated that people who are victims of psychological harass-
ment in the workplace often exhibit a personal history containing parental dysfunc-
tion towards them. One case he described is that of a person who learned early to 
be submissive in order to avoid confrontation with her parents, and who functions 
similarly at work. In this case, Lucie held out for eleven years before reacting. 
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On the other hand, Lucie touches on elements that are linked to the way Joanne 
functions as a person. According to her, Joanne is a woman who has a strong need to 
be admired and recognized. On this subject, Lucie mentions the case of another em-
ployee who left the business six years ago, and with whom she has been in contact. This 
person was also very close to Joanne until the situation deteriorated for her as well.
Interaction between the Different Levels 
After demonstrating that the different levels of understanding contain “risk” pro-
cesses, we will now attempt to see whether interactions between the different levels, 
which give the situation its destructive potential, become apparent from the analysis. 
It is appropriate here to remember our analysis strategy for clinical cases. Indeed, 
we are dealing with a meta-analysis, built upon a first analysis of the facts by the 
victim, which is itself inferred from “reality”. Obviously, in order to investigate the 
interactions between the different levels more deeply, a cross-checking of reports 
from different individuals having witnessed the same situation would be appropriate. 
Nonetheless, we deemed it interesting to proceed with our approach to investigate 
whether the interaction between levels would allow a deeper understanding, even if 
only partial, of the situation.
Interaction 1: Personal Process – Interpersonal Process
Lucie’s personal process interacts with Joanne’s personal process in the framework of an 
interpersonal process based on seduction and domination, “kind” at first and abusive 
later on. The interpersonal process will be maintained through the personal functioning 
of the two protagonists who will, for many years, maintain an unsatisfactory relation-
ship. Their specific way of interacting with each other, with Lucie always wanting to 
satisfy Joanne, and Joanne wanting to be “admired”, will perpetuate the interpersonal 
process, even after the relationship has become unsatisfying for both of them.
Interaction 2: Personal Process – Group Process
According to Lucie, the group process is characterized by a conflict within the group. 
It is possible that Lucie, in her suffering, has over-emphasized the group level and the 
opposition between “family” and “professionalism”. Nevertheless, if Lucie is correct, 
we can hypothesize that the two subgroups facing each other have a tendency not 
to express directly the object of their disagreement, especially because of the norm 
of non-expression of conflict within the organization. Therefore, the relationship be-
tween Lucie and Joanne is an opportunity to express the conflict between the two 
subgroups. Yet, Lucie’s personal functioning pushes her to search for approval, to 
want to be liked by all and to try to satisfy each person. As an outsider to the family, 
she will therefore represent a particularly well suited target for tensions because she 
is very sensitive to remarks addressed against her. 
Interaction 3: Personal Process – organizational Process
The organization is characterized by the strong presence of the family culture. When 
starting her professional career, Lucie possessed little experience of a work environ-
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ment and was strongly affected by her family history. Her integration into this system 
was quick, and this favours unconditional affiliation. In these conditions, few bound-
aries can be drawn in order to avoid abuse, especially because the system is strong-
ly informal, with no precise work instructions or organized schedule, for example. 
Pushed by a strong desire to integrate, Lucie experienced a lot of difficulty in setting 
limits in a system which, itself, has few. The fact that the norm in the organization 
is to not express conflict also interacted with Lucie’s difficulty in expressing her own 
needs and limits, in other words, in delineating her conflict zones.
Interaction 4: Interpersonal Process – organizational Process
The relationship between Joanne and Lucie is favoured by the organization’s mode 
of functioning, which is based on the absence of regulation concerning relationships 
and the ideology of the family unit. This is true in both steps of the evolution of their 
relationship. The organization allows the establishment of a relationship of privilege 
and seduction but also the development of attacks and abuse by Joanne towards 
Lucie.
Interaction 5: Group Process – organizational Process
The inter-group conflict process and the organizational process, both involving a con-
flict at the head of management but also its denial, interact to create an environ-
ment where the conflict is simultaneously central and yet absent from managerial 
discourse. While the conflict seems to characterize the group system, we can hypoth-
esize that, at the end of the day, the organization has to affirm its unity. In this case, 
all those who have supported Lucie might feel even more uncomfortable expressing 
their objections about the aggression of which Lucie is the object.
Conclusions on Lucie’s Case
Lucie’s case demonstrates the importance of analyzing on several levels, and sur-
prisingly of going beyond a strictly interpersonal study of situations of psychological 
harassment, including in situations showing the characteristics of a primarily “psycho-
relational’ problem. Indeed, Lucie’s situation first appears as an essentially interper-
sonal problem, fed by a problematic personal functioning. This situation presents all 
the characteristics of an interpersonal relationship of perverse seduction. It is there-
fore very tempting to limit the study to this level. Yet, Lucie’s case demonstrates the 
importance of extending the analysis to other levels and of studying the way in which 
these levels can interact with each other. 
This case demonstrates the existence of processes relating to both conflict and 
victimization within harassment situations. Although conflict and harassment tend to 
be viewed as opposed in the literature, we observe that victimization processes and 
conflict-related processes can co-exist.
It is easier to understand this coexistence of processes of a different nature when 
we realize that they co-exist at different levels of analysis and reinforce each other, 
which certainly opens the way for investigating the delicate question of the links 
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between conflict and harassment. We observe indeed that conflict-related processes, 
far from being an alternative to non-egalitarian processes or occurring from limiting 
unbalanced interpersonal relationships, actually contribute to the support of domina-
tion and victimization relationships at the interpersonal level. Despite the fact that 
Joanne and Lucie are both potentially encouraged by their presumed “supporters”, 
the relationship between the two women will remain asymmetrical. Lucie’s “support-
ers” are helping her to “hold on” more than they are helping her to re-balance the 
relationship with Joanne. 
Generally speaking, the destructive potential of the situation stems more from the 
interaction between the levels than from the action of any particular risk factor. We 
can therefore speak of interaction rather than of a simple influence of the context 
on the harassment relationship because the analysis of the interactions between the 
levels demonstrates the presence of a synergistic link between the psychological in-
terpersonal harassment relationship and the functioning of the group. By contrast, 
in the literature, group and organizational factors are generally viewed as elements 
influencing or conditioning the interpersonal harassment relationship, but not the 
contrary. Yet, we see here that the interpersonal relationship is not only made possible 
by organizational or group factors but rather that the group factors and the interper-
sonal relationship act synergistically such that the organizational and group processes 
are reinforced by the interpersonal processes as much as the interpersonal processes 
reinforce the organizational and group processes. For example, while the culture of 
negating conflict reinforces the harassment relationship, by taking away from Lucie 
the legitimacy to express her difficulties with Joanne, the harassment relationship will 
result in a reinforcement of the denial of the culture of conflict within the organiza-
tion. In this way, Lucie will ultimately be excluded from the system after her “blow 
up” against Joanne, thereby confirming and reinforcing the interdiction to point out 
conflict in this organization. Through this exclusion of Lucie, the norm of non-expres-
sion of conflict was both expressed and reinforced within the organization.
This case also demonstrates that the organizational, group and interpersonal proc-
esses that are part of situations of presumed psychological harassment in the work-
place can evolve. Indeed, it appeared in this analysis that the period of time set the 
reference conditions for the way we understand the situation. For example, Lucie 
identifies several key moments (for example, the return of Lucie’s sister, Lucie’s “blow 
up” towards Joanne), which impact the interactive processes at the different levels. It 
is particularly striking for the relationship between Lucie and Joanne, which goes from 
seduction to perverse aggression, to a momentary hostile “explosion” before return-
ing to an interpersonal relationship of domination and submissiveness. This means 
that, depending on the time period at which Lucie’s case is studied, the conclusions 
that can be drawn about the processes at hand will be very different, while the risk 
factors, which evolve to a lesser extent, will not have changed. 
Finally, this analysis demonstrates the importance of distinguishing, on the one 
hand, the group and organizational processes that impact directly the interpersonal 
relationship which is presumed to be one of harassment (for example, the support 
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of the group towards Joanne), and, on the other hand, the processes that define 
relationships within the group or the organization in general, independently of the 
harassment relationship (for example, the conflict within the group), and that act 
upon it via the first category. 
Discussion
Through an approach of investigation and systematic information processing, the 
study of Lucie’s case allowed us to shed light on several unrecognized characteris-
tics of psychological harassment. Specifically, this approach revealed the fact that 
processes that appear at different levels, at different times and according to differ-
ent relationship types, intertwine, interact and reinforce each other to create a more 
complex and particularly inextricable situation.
Since this represents a unique situation, the model we are proposing in this report 
would need to be applied to a larger population in order to be validated. As a clini-
cal case study, this contribution therefore has an exploratory status because of the 
limitations inherent in this type of approach: unique and possibly not suitable for 
generalization, subject to the contingencies of face-to-face interviews, and presented 
by a protagonist who transmits her own subjective view. Studies based on a larger 
sampling would allow us to observe the effects associated with specific organizations, 
as for example in this case, the effect of the fact that the situation happened within a 
small family business. Similarly, studies based on reports from several witnesses would 
allow the integration of several points of view and a better understanding of all the 
micro power relationships, which are woven between all the partners, and not only 
those involving the presumed victim.
This approach brings complementary information useful to the current state of 
research. Indeed, to date, investigations on risk factors, although useful, are lim-
ited, as observed by Di Martino, Hoel and Cooper (2003), specialists of large-scale 
statistical approaches: “no profile defining the author of harassment/persecutor or 
the harassed/victim has been uncovered, no unambiguous profile about situations 
susceptible to generate violence has been found, no high-risk organization or group 
profile could be established” (p. 23). Yet, thanks to these studies on risk factors, we 
were able to build an analysis grid in order to go “inside the black box” of harass-
ment, the behaviours and consequences of which are now well known.
The other usual limitation of case-study approaches is the subjectivity of the ana-
lyst. Although we were unable to eliminate this aspect, its effect was limited by the 
fact that the interviewer was assisted by a silent observer. 
Perspectives
The analysis of Lucie’s case was performed based on a model relating the different 
relationship processes, organized by level (Figure 1). Thanks to the conclusions drawn 
from this study, we have built an enriched model, which allows a finer description of 
the complexity of situations of presumed psychological harassment in the workplace. 
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The purpose of this new model is to reflect the way the different processes intertwine, 
and specifically, the way that processes involving the organization, the group and the 
individuals impact the relationship between the victim and the presumed harasser. On 
the other hand, this model aims at describing the connection between victimization 
and conflict processes, in order to describe how they all interact with each other.
Our proposal is to switch from a process-based and interactive model, such as the 
one we have used to study Lucie’s case, to a process-based, integrative and dynamic 
model. By an integrative approach, we mean one that takes into account the way 
the different analysis levels (personal, interpersonal, group and organizational) influ-
ence each other. By a dynamic approach, we mean one that must be able to describe 
the balance of forces within relationships and their victimizing or conflictual nature. 
Finally, the process-based approach is the same as in the first model.
The new analysis model we are proposing includes two axes. The first axis defines 
four levels of analysis (personal, interpersonal, within a group and within an organiza-
tion) and is based on the psycho-sociological approach of the levels of intelligibility 
of reality (Ardoino, 1996). The model allows the differentiation between interactions 
involving the perpetrator and the victim of the harassment (interpersonal level), inter-
actions within the work group (group level) and interactions within the organization 
(organizational level). The integrated representation of these levels allows us to enrich 
the reading of the effects of simple interactions, unit by unit, in the same way as we 
proceeded with the first model.
FIGURE 3
Proposed Process-Based, Integrative and Dynamic Analysis Model
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The advantage of the new model is that it illustrates how processes, which appear 
at different levels, interact with each other. In this representation, we see that each 
level contains its own zone, with processes defined independently of the relationship 
of psychological harassment or of its protagonists. As such, one zone includes the re-
lationship processes taking place within the organization (11), one zone includes the 
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relationship processes taking place within the group (7) and two zones include the 
relationship processes that are personal to each of the protagonists (1 and 2). 
Interaction zones also appear: Zone 3 represents interpersonal processes; and 
Zones 4, 5, 6 and 8, 9, 10 represent the group and organizational processes involv-
ing the protagonists of the harassment relationship (for example, the organization 
encouraging harassment behaviours, or the groups supporting one of the protago-
nists).
Zones 4, 5 and 6 together therefore represent the group process towards the psy-
chological harassment relationship (which includes behaviours towards the harassed 
individual, the harasser and the harassment relationship). Zones 8, 9 and 10 together 
represent the organizational process towards the psychological harassment relation-
ship (which includes behaviours towards the harassed individual, the harasser and the 
harassment relationship). 
The second axis allows the distinction between conflict-based processes and vic-
timization processes, originating from the distinction between complementary schis-
mogenesis and symmetrical schismogenesis (Bateson, 1972, 1977). According to the 
author, there are two types of relationship: complementary schismogenesis, as exem-
plified by the relationship between a “tormentor” and his “victim” and symmetrical 
schismogenesis, exemplified by the conflict situation. Characterizing each zone ac-
cording to this dimension will demonstrate how conflict-type (symmetry) and har-
assment-type (complementarity) relationships connect in the situations under study. 
Furthermore, determining whether a situation can be characterized by symmetry and 
rigid complementarity or not (Watzlawick, Beavin and Jackson, 1972), or as positive 
or negative (Orgogozo, 1998) would allow a deeper understanding of this distinction. 
We would then be able to assess to what level a relationship mode contributes to a 
person’s well-being or whether it should rather be considered as pathological (Wit-
tezaele and Garcia, 1999).
As a result, an integrative, process-based and dynamic model is therefore now 
available for future analyses, which will allow the description of how different levels 
intertwine and how conflict and victimization connect in situations of presumed psy-
chological harassment.
notes
1 For deontological reasons, the names of the individuals and organization have been 
changed.
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résumé
Le harcèlement psychologique au travail : étude de cas et  
construction d’un nouveau modèle d’analyse
Le harcèlement psychologique au travail constitue une thématique de recherche impor-
tante en psychologie du travail et des organisations depuis une quinzaine d’années. De 
nombreux travaux antérieurs ont permis la description des comportements types et des 
conséquences pour la victime et l’organisation. En revanche, on connaît encore relative-
ment peu les processus relationnels qui interviennent dans ces situations complexes. Par 
processus, nous entendons un ensemble de comportements des acteurs – qu’il s’agisse 
d’individus, de groupes ou d’ensemble plus larges – qui interagissent entre eux pour 
constituer un processus relationnel global dont on peut caractériser le mode de fonc-
tionnement. De plus, les auteurs ont généralement favorisé un niveau d’explication 
(organisationnel, du groupe, interpersonnel, etc.), prenant peu en compte la manière 
dont ces processus interagissent entre eux. 
Le but de cet article est d’explorer les processus à l’œuvre dans les situations de harcèle-
ment et les modes d’interactions qu’ils entretiennent entre eux afin de déboucher sur 
une proposition de modèle d’analyse. La méthodologie utilisée est celle de l’étude de 
cas et l’analyse des données est réalisée par analyse de contenu thématique et classifica-
toire des propos recueillis. À partir de six entretiens d’une heure à une heure et demie 
avec une personne qui s’estimait victime de harcèlement moral, l’étude de cas s’est 
appuyée sur un premier modèle d’analyse qui prend en considération quatre niveaux 
d’explications (personnel, interpersonnel, du groupe et organisationnel), et comprend 
l’étude des interactions entre ces différents niveaux. Le cas a été choisi parmi un en-
semble de cas issus d’un de doctorat en psychologie et sciences de l’éducation.
Six observations ont été tirées de cette analyse. (1) L’importance de réaliser les analyses 
sur plusieurs niveaux, ce qui a permis de dépasser une lecture uniquement personnelle 
ou interpersonnelle du cas, alors même que les données invitaient à un tel regard. (2) 
L’existence dans les situations de harcèlement de deux types de processus (processus 
victimatoires et processus conflictuels), ce qui a permis de montrer que des processus 
conflictuels peuvent apparaître dans les situations de harcèlement sans pour autant que 
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l’on doive conclure qu’il n’y a pas de harcèlement. (3) Le fait que ces processus conflictu-
els et victimatoires peuvent coexister à des niveaux d’analyse différents. Cette observa-
tion permet de dépasser l’opposition classique entre situation de harcèlement et situa-
tion conflictuelle, et montre qu’une situation de harcèlement peut tirer sa dynamique 
destructrice du fait même que ces deux modes relationnels se renforcent réciproque-
ment. (4) L’existence d’interactions entre processus, ce qui a permis de montrer que 
les différents processus relationnels qui apparaissent à différents niveaux se renforcent 
les uns les autres, ouvrant ainsi vers une démarche d’analyse qui dépasse une étude 
par niveaux par une étude qui étudie les interactions entre niveaux comme élément 
d’explication de la situation. (5) La variabilité d’une situation à travers le temps a permis 
de montrer que l’équilibre des forces dans une situation de harcèlement est évolutif, 
et que les conclusions de l’analyse seront étroitement dépendantes de la période de 
référence temporelle qui sera prise en compte par l’analyste. (6) Enfin, cet article met 
en lumière la nécessité de distinguer deux types d’influence des processus contextuels, 
un premier qui a un impact direct sur la relation interpersonnelle de harcèlement, un 
deuxième qui concerne des processus qui entourent la relation et agissent sur elle par 
le biais des premiers. 
À partir de ces différentes conclusions, nous développons un nouveau modèle d’analyse 
qui comprend deux axes : l’axe des niveaux d’analyse et l’axe du mode relationnel, 
fondé sur les distinctions entre schismogenèses symétrique et complémentaire. 
Ce nouveau modèle prend en compte les différentes observations. Il est multi-niveau 
(conclusion 1), permet de définir des zones d’interaction entre processus (conclusion 
4) et est présenté de manière intégrée, permettant de distinguer les deux niveaux 
d’influence (conclusion 6). Il permet par ailleurs de prendre en compte la distinction en-
tre relation conflictuelle et relation victimatoire (conclusion 2) et de montrer comment 
elles peuvent apparaître au sein d’une même situation (conclusion 3). Enfin, le modèle 
propose une vision en un temps donné qui met en lumière les équilibres de forces mo-
mentanés qui caractérisent la situation (conclusion 5). De manière plus générale, ce 
modèle est processuel, dans le sens où il s’intéresse à des enchaînements de comporte-
ments au sein d’une relation, intégrateur, dans le sens où il permet d’étudier les dif-
férents modes d’interactions et d’impact entre les différents acteurs, et dynamique au 
sens où il prend en compte les équilibres et déséquilibres de forces entre les protago-
nistes. À ce titre, il peut constituer une base pour de futures analyses de cas dont le but 
pourrait être d’identifier des processus relationnels et de décrire différentes situations 
de harcèlement moral ou psychologique.
MoTS-CLéS : harcèlement moral, harcèlement psychologique, étude de cas, modèle 
d’analyse, processus
resumeN
Acoso sicológico en el trabajo: estudio de caso y construcción 
de un nuevo modelo de análisis
A partir de un modelo de análisis basado en un estudio de caso que toma en cuenta 
cuatro niveles explicativos (personal, interpersonal, de grupo y organizacional) y que 
incluye el estudio de interacciones entre estos diferentes niveles, este documento pro-
pone seis observaciones : (1) la importancia de efectuar el análisis en varios niveles, (2) 
la existencia dentro de las situaciones de acoso de dos tipos de proceso (de victimización 
y de conflicto), (3) el hecho que estos procesos pueden coexistir a diferentes niveles 
del análisis, (4) la existencia de interacciones entre procesos, (5) la variabilidad de una 
situación a través del tiempo y (6) la necesidad de distinguir dos categorías de influ-
encia implicadas en el proceso en contexto. A partir de estas conclusiones, los autores 
desarrollan un nuevo modelo de análisis que toma en cuenta el proceso y es integral y 
dinámico.
PALABRAS CLAVES: acoso sicológico, violencia en el trabajo , estudio de caso, modelo de 
análisis, proceso
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